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ABSTRACT: Microbial bio-reduction to Cr(III) is a promising strategy for 
detoxification of chromate, a prevalent anthropogenic pollutant. We propose that this 
activity can be enhanced in bacteria through engineering of soluble enzymes, such as 
NfsA, the model Class II chromate reductase of Escherichia coli. We show here that 
nfsA is induced by chromate, and that it reduces this compound by a “semi-tight” 
reaction mechanism, involving asynchronous transfer of electrons from its FMN 
cofactor to chromium. This mechanism produces a reactive Cr(V) intermediate; and 
consequently generates higher levels of reactive oxygen species (ROS) than the “tight” 
(simultaneous two-electron transferring) Class I chromate reducer YieF. Strengthening 
the activity of NfsA and other Class II enzymes by directed evolution would likely 
enhance chromate transformation by a host cell; but our data to date indicate that the 
Class I enzymes are superior candidates for such studies. 
 
INTRODUCTION. Hexavalent chromium [Cr(VI); most commonly chromate] is a 
widespread environmental pollutant, arising as a by-product of numerous industrial 
processes. Chromate is highly toxic, mutagenic and carcinogenic, and because of its 
solubility in water, chromate contamination can be difficult to contain (Singh et al, 
1998). Bacteria can reduce Cr(VI) to Cr(III), offering promise for an environmentally 
friendly and affordable solution to chromate pollution. However, in situ remediation is 
limited by the toxicity of chromate and co-contaminants to remediating cells, and 
chromate has been projected to persist at dangerous levels at waste sites for over 1000 
years (Okrent and Xing, 1993). To provide a potential solution to this problem we have 
proposed molecular engineering of cells and enzymes to decrease chromate toxicity to 
bacteria and increase levels of chromate transformation (Keyhan et al, 2004). 
Identification of suitable soluble chromate-reducing enzymes will enable directed 
evolution studies aimed at enhancing the activity of these enzymes. 

Previously we have described the biochemical purification, cloning and 
characterization of ChrR, a class I chromate-reducing flavoenzyme from Pseudomonas 
putida (Park et al, 2000; Ackerley et al, 2004a). Shortly after this work was published, 
Okazaki and coworkers released the sequence of a further chromate-reducing 
flavoenzyme from Pseudomonas ambigua that they had earlier characterized (Suzuki et 
al, 1992). These two FMN-binding enzymes share no homology with one another, but 
each belongs to a family that is highly conserved in bacteria and has homologs with 
greater than 30% sequence identity in over 60 genome-sequenced strains. We have 
cloned and characterized three homologs of each enzyme, and to distinguish the two 
families we refer to the ChrR homologs as Class I enzymes, and the P. ambigua enzyme  



 
 
 

 
1            -----------------------MTPTIELICGHRSIRHFTDEPISEAQREAIINSARAT 37 
2            -----------------------MNEVIKSLTDHRSIRSYTDEPVAQEQLDQIIEAVQSA 37 
3            -------------------------MVKELLRNHSSVRIYDGNPISKEIIEELIATAQMA 35 
4            MSLQDEALKAWQARYGEPANLPAADTVIAQMLQHRSVRAYSDLPVDEQMLSWAIAAAQSA 60 

                            .   :  * *:* : . *: :   .  * :.: : 
 
 

 
1            SSSSFLQCSSIIRITDKALREELVTLTGGQKHVAQAAEFWVFCADFNR---HLQICPDAQ 94 
2            PSSINGQQVTVITVQDKERKKKISELAGGQPWIDQAPVFLLFCADFNRAKIALEDLHDFK 97 
3            ATSHFVQAYSVIWVTDEEKKEKLGMLSGNPRQYETSGGAFVFCVDFKR----LQSAGKLE 91 
4            STSSNLQAWSVLAVRDRERLARLARLSGNQRHVEQAPLFLVWLVDWSR---LRRLARTLQ 117 
             .:*   *  ::: : *.    .:  *:*.      :    :: .*:.*     .     : 
 
 
 
1            -LGLA----EQLLLGVVDTAMMAQNALIAAESLGLGGVYIGGLRNNIEAVTKLLKLPQHV 149 
2            -MEITNG-LESVLVGAVDAGIALGTATAAAESLGLGTVPIGAVRGNPQELIELLELPKYV 155 
3            GVDIVADSAENVLVGVADVSLFAQNFVVAAESMGYGICYIGGVRNKPEEISELFNLPEYV 151 
4            APTAGIDYLESYTVGVVDAALAAQNAALAFEAQGLGIVYIGGMRNHPEAMSEELGLPNDT 177 
                      *.  :*..*..:   .   * *: * *   **.:*.: : : : : **: . 
 
 
 
1            LPLFGLCLGWP--ADNPDLKPRLPASILVHENSYQPLD--KGALAQYDEQLAEYYLTRGS 205 
2            FPLSGLVIGHP--ADRSAKKPRLPQEAVNHQETYLNQDELTSHIQAYDEQMSEYMNKRTN 213 
3            FPLFGLTIGVP--ARRNEVKPRLPVAAVLHENEYNTEK-YEELLPAYNDTMEAYYNNRSS 208 
4            FAVFGMCVGHPDPAQPAEIKPRLAQSVVLHRERYEATEAEAVSVAAYDRRMSDFQHRQQR 237 
             :.: *: :* *  *     ****.   : *.: *   .     :  *:  :  :   :   
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1            NNR--RDTWSDHIRRTIIKESRPFILDYLHKQGWATR- 240 
2            GKE--TRNWSQSIASYYERLYYPHIREMLEKQGFKVEK 249 
3            NRK--IDNWTKQMADFLIEQRRPHIKDFLAKKGFNWK- 243 
4            ENRSWSSQAVERVKGADSLSGRHRLRDALNTLGFGLR- 274 
              ..       . :           : : * . *:  . 
 

Figure 1. Alignment and secondary structural prediction for Class II enzymes. 
      =   α-helix       1 = NfsA (E. coli) 
 =   β-sheet    2 = YcnD (Bacillus subtilis) 
   * =   fully conserved amino acid  3 = Suzuki enzyme (P. ambigua) 
  :         =   highly similar amino acid  4 = EcdA (P. putida) 
  . =   similar amino acid 

 
 

homologs as Class II (Park et al, 2002). All of the Class I enzymes that we have 
examined are efficient chromate and quinone reducers, but have no activity with 
nitrocompounds; while the Class II enzymes all reduce quinones and nitrocompounds 
effectively, but vary in their ability to transform chromate (Park et al, 2002). The most 
effective Class II chromate reducer that we identified, NfsA of Escherichia coli, had 
previously been well characterized in a nitroreduction context (e.g. Whiteway et al, 
1998; Liochev et al, 1999). We have shown that in contrast with chrR (Ackerley et al, 
2004a), an nfsA mutant is unaffected in viability and rate of chromate transformation in 
chromate-amended media; but that a strain overexpressing nfsA at high levels gives an 
increased rate of chromate reduction in cell suspensions (Ackerley et al, 2004b). Here 
we expand upon our earlier characterization of NfsA as a model Class II chromate 



reductase, and consider whether the Class I or Class II enzymes are better suited to 
directed evolution studies aimed at generating an enhanced chromate-transforming 
strain. 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION.  
 
The Class II Enzymes are Conserved in Secondary Structure. The high degree of 
sequence conservation and wide distribution of the Class II enzyme family suggests a 
conservation of function also. This hypothesis would be strengthened if the proteins 
share structural similarity. To test this we compared the predicted secondary structures 
of the Class II enzymes that we had previously purified and characterized against that of 
the Suzuki et al (1992) enzyme (Fig 1). Strong similarities were found, suggesting that 
the Suzuki enzyme is likely also a nitro- and quinone reductase, as well as a chromate 
reducer.  
 
nfsA is Induced by Chromate. Despite the broad distribution and high degree of 
conservation of these enzymes, the biological role of even the best studied family 
member, NfsA of E. coli, remains unclear. No clearly beneficial role for the 
nitroreductase activity of NfsA has been identified, and it has been speculated that this 
may be a promiscuous activity, with quinone metabolism being more physiologically 
relevant (Bryant and DeLuca, 1991). Likewise, chromate reduction seems likely to be a 
vicarious property of this enzyme, given that chromate is a relatively recent 
environmental pollutant. Nevertheless, an nfsA::lacZ single copy transcriptional fusion 
was induced by chromate (Fig 2). Since nfsA is also induced by superoxide anions 
(Liochev et al., 1999), this induction may be a reflection of ROS generation within the 
cell in the presence of chromate. 
 
Mechanism of Chromate Reduction by 
NfsA. Working with the Class I flavoenzymes 
ChrR (P. putida) and YieF (E. coli) we found 
that chromate reduction is unavoidably 
associated with ROS production (Ackerley et 
al, 2004a). The transfer of two electrons from 
the enzyme-associated FMN can either occur 
simultaneously (“tight”; as with YieF) or non-
simultaneously (“semi-tight”; as with ChrR). 
In the former case there is the problem of four 
electrons from a dimeric enzyme being 
utilized in a three-electron reduction [Cr(VI) 
→ Cr(III)], and we found that the fourth 
electron was consumed in stoicheometric 
production of ROS (Ackerley et al, 2004a). 
With non-simultaneous electron transfer, 
however, the problem is that chromate 
reduction appears to proceed via a Cr(V) 
intermediate; this species is highly prone to  
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Figure 2. Expression of a single copy 
nfsA::lacZ fusion in E. coli K12. 
■ nfsA::lacZ fusion expression + chromate 
● nfsA::lacZ fusion expression - chromate
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Figure 3. A flavin semiquinone and Cr(V) are intermediates of NfsA-catalyzed chromate reduction. 
A. Eigen spectra extracted from the data sets collected when 3.3 µM NfsA was rapidly mixed with 
limiting (10 µM) NADH and excess (40 µM) chromate. The spectra were obtained from a global fit 
of the absorbance versus wavelength versus time data to a biphasic kinetic mechanism.  Spectra are 
identified as follows:  a, reduced enzyme form; b, semiquinone form; c, oxidized form. B. ESR 
measurement of a Cr(V) intermediate; Cr(V) has a g value of circa 1.9805 at 3555 Gauss field. 

redox cycling back to Cr(VI) and generating ROS in the process (Klein et al, 1998), and 
we found that ChrR consequently generates higher levels of ROS than YieF during 
chromate reduction (Ackerley et al, 2004a). To test whether or not NfsA is a tight or 
semi-tight chromate reductase we used a stopped-flow spectrophotometer to perform a 
rapid-scan kinetic analysis, measuring the change in absorption of the FMN cofactor of 
NfsA during electron transfer from the reduced enzyme to chromate. During this 
progression we observed three distinct species: a fully reduced flavin, whose 
disappearance was monitored at 403 nm; a fully oxidized flavin, whose appearance was 
recorded at 448 nm; and in between, a transitory flavin semiquinone whose brief 
appearance was noted at 580 nm (Ackerley et al, 2004b). Data presented here concerns 
scans taken across a 230 nm range every millisecond for 20 seconds.  Figure 3A 
summarizes these data as a global fit of all of the absorbance versus time data to a 
biphasic kinetic mechanism. Spectrum a was that observed in the dead time of the 
instrument, and represents the fully reduced enzyme; spectrum c was the final 
absorbance recorded in the mixture after the reaction had ceased, and represents the 
oxidized enzyme; and spectrum b was the transient flavin semiquinone that formed and 
then disappeared during the overall oxidation reaction.  The spectra of the semiquinone 
forms of NfsA and ChrR were slightly different; the ChrR semiquinone (Ackerley et al, 
2004a) had lower absorbance at 450 nm than that of NfsA (Fig 3A, trace b).   
 The appearance of a one-electron flavin semiquinone during chromate reduction 
indicates a semi-tight reduction mechanism for NfsA, and implies formation of a Cr(V) 
intermediate. Appearance of Cr(V) was confirmed by electron spin resonance (ESR) 
studies (Fig 3B). In the ESR analysis NADPH was not limiting, so the reaction 
proceeded for a much longer duration, with Cr(V) levels progressively diminishing as 
all of the chromium was reduced to Cr(III) (Fig 3B). 
 



NfsA Generates Higher Levels of 
ROS Than Class I Enzymes. The 
production of a Cr(V) intermediate 
during Cr(VI) reduction suggested that 
NfsA might generate higher levels of 
ROS than YieF, a tight chromate 
reducer. To test this we measured 
NAD(P)H utilization and H2O2 
production during chromate reduction 
by YieF, ChrR, NfsA, and lipoyl 
dehydrogenase [LpDH; a one-electron 
chromate reducer (Shi and Dalal, 
1990)]. We found that a higher 
percentage of electrons from NAD(P)H 
were consumed in H2O2 formation for 
NfsA than for either YieF or ChrR, but 
that NfsA generated lower levels of 
ROS than the one-electron reducer LpDH (Fig 4). These results are consistent with the 
stopped-flow and ESR data above and identify NfsA as a semi-tight chromate reducer; 
less tight than ChrR, but still more effective in reducing chromate per unit NAD(P)H 
consumed than the one-electron reducer LpDH. 
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Figure 4. Bar graph showing the percentage of 
electrons from NAD(P)H that were consumed in 
H2O2 formation at one and two minute time points 
of a YieF-, ChrR-, NfsA-, or LpDH-catalyzed 
reduction of K2CrO4. 

 
CONCLUSIONS. The Class I enzymes we have examined reduce chromate at a greater 
rate than the Class II enzymes (Park et al, 2002). That NfsA also generates higher levels 
of ROS than the Class I enzymes during this process suggests that the Class I enzymes 
are likely to be more effective in bio-engineering an improved chromate-transforming 
bacterial strain, and we are now proceeding with directed evolution studies focusing 
primarily on this Class. However, the great variety in chromate reducing capacity that 
we have observed with the different Class II enzymes (Park et al, 2002) offers promise 
that small changes in their primary sequence might have profound effects on their 
ability to reduce chromate, and the possibility remains that shuffling and evolving these 
enzymes will produce a highly effective chromate reducer.  
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS.  
 
Bacterial Strains and Enzymes. The single copy nfsA::lacZ fusion strain was 
generated by PCR amplifying the nfsA promoter region with the following primers: 
forward, (-319) 5’-ATCGAATTCAGACTGAAGGCTCACTTTGC-3’; reverse, (+180) 
5’-ATCGCGGATCCACGTAACGCTTTGTCGGT-3’ (Numbers in parentheses 
indicate position in relation to the translational start site; the forward primer binds 
approximately 40 bp upstream of the nfsA promoter, as determined by Paterson et al, 
2002). The product was cloned into the fusion vector pRS415 (Simmons et al, 1987) 
using the Eco RI and Bam HI sites (underlined in primers), and the resulting plasmid 
was recombined in the phage RS45 (Simmons et al, 1987) and used to lysogenize E. 
coli K12 to obtain a single copy fusion strain.  



 Type I and II chromate reductases were purified as His-tagged protein from E. 
coli BL21 as described (YieF and ChrR, Ackerley et al, 2004a; NfsA, Ackerley et al, 
2004b). LpDH from Clostridium kluyveri was purchased from Sigma. 
 
Computer Programs. Homology searching for the Class I and II enzymes was 
performed using blastp at http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sutils/genom_table.cgi. 
Sequences were aligned with Clustal W http://www.ebi.ac.uk/clustalw/, and secondary 
structural analysis was with J-PRED http://www.compbio.dundee.ac.uk/~www-jpred/ 
and PHD http://cubic.bioc.columbia.edu/predictprotein/. 
 
Assays. To determine the induction pattern of the nfsA::lacZ fusion, overnight cultures 
grown in LB broth with 200 µM chromate were washed and used to inoculate LB with 
or without 200 µM chromate, and 250 µl aliquots were lysed using BugBuster solution 
(Novagen). β-galactosidase activity was assayed as described (Lomovskaya et al., 
1995); the activity is expressed in Miller units. Rapid-scan kinetic analysis of NfsA was 
performed as described previously (Ackerley et al, 2004a). ESR spectra were obtained 
using a Burker EMX spectrometer, calibrated for the g value, as described (Palmer et al, 
2002). Spectra were taken at room temperature. YieF, ChrR, NfsA, and LpDH were 
assayed under conditions described previously (Ackerley et al, 2004b). Chromate 
reduction was quantified by the diphenyl carbazide method (Greenberg et al, 1981), 
NAD(P)H utilization was measured spectrophotometrically at 340 nm, and H2O2 
formation was quantified using the Amplex Red kit (Molecular Probes). 
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